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KENTUCKY: Cloudy with
rain today and tonight. Colder with some freezing likely
ml the west portion tonight.
Saturday mostly cloudy followed by snow flurries.

YOUR PROGRESSIVE 111 OMR NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, Feb.
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Election Thursday Has
18 Dissenting Votes

New Headquarters To
Be Established Here
For State Office

Employees of . Murray Manufact•
uring Company voted yesterdal
favOr of a union Shop at the -stove plant: There were 203 votes
for- the proposition, 18 votes
against, and 48 votes not east.:
according VI_ figures released by
McClure. president of -Aire-- When Allison Nelson walked out Murray Ideal of the International
on the stage at Murray State Teach- Molders and Foundry Workers
ers College last night, she seemed Union of North America, A. F.
terribly small beside the huge
Permission 16. hold the election
piano. When she left the zaage for
the last time, she seemed to ha'Ve yesterday was granted by 'the
National Labor Relations Board,
grown tremendously in musical at the request of the local union.
Announcement was made today
stature.
All employees of the factory,
CHICAGO. Feb. 13 (UPI-Coln fresh and processed fruits have
that headquarters will be establishCertainly
one
would
never whether they were union members
the
reached
litnit
record
on
dropped
or
near
the
record
prices
leved in Murray for a new State highdream, on first meeting with this or not were eligible to vote in the
way maintenance districi which will Chicago boatel, of trade today in els. The department said grapebeautiful, blond young woman, election. include the counties of Calloway, a repewal of lie sharpest down- fruit, apples _end pears are among
that she was what might be called
The question to be decided by
ward plunge in the market's 100- fruits which will continue to sell
Marshall, Lyon and Crittenden.
t •
a "colossus of the keyboard." But the employees, as printed on the
cheaper.
Leon Hale of Murray has been year history.
She'is, and she proved it. Id a pro- ballot,'Was: "Do you wish to autThe hog market opened slow at
It was the sixth time in eight
named supervisor of the district.
gram ranging from Scarlatti to the horize the union named below
Chicago with prices steady with
full
broken
the
had
that
corn
days
Cincinnati,
U.
ENGINEERS
0.,
await
at
S.
second
break
in
Ice
Ohio ri-er
that could send huge jagged
He has had eight years of experimodern Czech composer, Martinu, (International Molders and Founde,ight-cent limit. Wheat, however, yesterday's levels. St. Louis, hogs
floes crashing into $2,000,000. worth of river craft along the Queen City waterfront (above). Warm
ence in road maintenance work.
she showed simazingly well-round- ry Workers Union) to enter into
opened 2 cents a bushel lower to over 170 pounds opened steady
weather foreeasts enhance flood possibilities.
(1 nternattonal Soundphoro)
Formerly Calloway county was
ed
musicianship and technical an agreement with your employer
to 25 cents higher, and lighter hogs
4 cents higher.
included in the district composed
a.
equipment enough to play the most which requirei membership in such
Meanwhile, a survey by the nat- were up to 75 cents to $1 per
of- Graves, Hickman, carlisle and
dififcult passages in piano litera- union a condition of continued
ional association of retail grocers hundred pounds.
Fulton counties, with headquarters
ture without even touching
Cotton at New York opened al" .A s .ace was proshowed that the big break in the
in Mayfield. Under the old setup,
titbits of her abilities.
vided to check yes or no.
commodity markets already has most 14 a bale lower, but bounced
repair of state highways in this
An unusually well-chosen proresulted in "substantial price re- Upward sharply.
Since the affirmatives won with
county had to be secured through
gram was more than slightly reStock prices on the New York
ductions" at retail grocery stores
a large majority, any person emthe Mayfield offices.
sponsible
for
the
successful
evenstock
exchange
were at about the
across the nation.
ployed by the Murray Manufacturing, but it is Miss Nelson herself
Under the new setup the offices
Price cuts were reported on previous closing levels, and bonds
ing Company now will have to
in Murray will supervise repair of flour bacon, ham, lard, vegetable were steadier.
who will be long remembered as
join the Murray local. However,
all state highways in the four coun- shortening, eggs, butter, pork and
one of the most brilliant pianists
About two i4hes of rain have ever to be heard in this part of the it is not necessary to become a
ties in the new district.
some cases beef.
member of the union as a preR. K. Kelley. county soils assist'- leaving this county -with several fallen in Murray' in ,the last two
country. She impresses her audiAt present Hale is working out
The price oaf corn for delivery
ant, announced today that he has new projects• now underway, but days, the official report
requisite for employment with the
showed
ence as an artist and person of
of the Paducah offices of the State In May dropped tor(ay to 8127-14
company.
accepted a positional county agent felAs that he multi not turn down a tins-noon. Net *tip appealed -to be
cdfnplete integrity. with 'respect for
Highway Department. He began a bushel, a nosedive of 73 1-3
for Ballard County, with offices in promotion.
"I certainly appreci- in sight as the skies continued to
_
her work and her own ability to
his new position February 1.
cents since Jan. 16. when it hit an
Wickliffe, the county seat. His ate the cooperation I have received be overcast at press time.
perform it, and respect also for the
all-time high.
resignation is effective March 1, from farmers and farm organizeAlthough there was no danger of capacity of even the uninitiated to
July corn, too, dropped the limand he will begin -his new duties tions as well." he said.
floods in this immediate vicinity. sense the high quality of music
it, along with soybeans for delivimmediately.
highways and fields were covered well rendered.
ery in March and May
Kelley came to Murray in June
with large puddles of water.
She is at present playing a numThe
four
Murray
414(
Scouts
who
May wheat dropped 6 cents at
of
1943
as
assistant county agent,
attended the World Jamboree held
A sleet, snow and rain stories ber of stop-over engagements beST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- the opening of trade at Minneain France late last summer, are three days after graduation from
swept up the Ohio River Valley tween concerts in Louisville and
YARDS, Feb 13 (UP) (USDA)
- polis. and 4 1-2 cents at Kansas scheduled for
Mrs. Ruth McGavern
a 25-minute broad- the College of Agriculture at the
today as the nayon entered' its Nashville.
City.
Livestock.
University of Kentucky. Alter besecond month of continuous sub- made the arrangements which
One large grain brokerage said cast over Station WKTM, May- ing here only a short time he was
Hogs 5.000, salable 4.500; weights
WASHINGTON. Feb. 13 (UP)brought Miss Nelson to this city.
field, Saturday morning at 11:30
normal weather.
over 170 lbs steady to 25c higher; today it saw little reason to change
Concertizing
A leading congressional supporter
o'clock according to an announce- appointed county soils assistant.
throughout
Ausseries
The
of
first
cold
of
a
Its
predictions
that
corn
prices
advance on weights under 225 lbs.
Clarence Mitchell, assistant counment by Guy Lovins, field execuwaves which ate up critically tralia from the age of ten, she was of universal military training said
Under 170 lbs scarce. 75c to $1 or would sink still lower_ Another
ty agent of Hopkins County, in
tive, Four Rivers Council
short fuel-oil and forced as many offered a scholarship at the Royal today he hopes to get that politmore higher Sows steady to 25c firm said "lack of confidence" in
Madisonville,
will succeed Kelley
The Music Department of Us* as half a million workers out of Academy in London. At the in- ically potent bill. out of the house
The four boys to•appear on the
higher. Bulk good and choice 180 the commodity markets still preProgram are John Paul ButVr- here.
Murray Training School will pre- work moved into the United States sistence of Eugene Ormandy, con- floor "within -the next two or
to 250 lbs $23.50 to 24: top $24.25; vails. A third brokerage said
ductor of the Philadelphia„Orches- three weeks."
worth, Pat Sykes. Charles Tolley
Kelley received a B.S. degree sent a concert in the Little Audi- from Canada on Jan. 12.
250 to 300 lbs $22 to 23.50. 300 to there probably would• be many
tra, however, she came to this counand Tom Lamb. The group will from the University of Kentucky In
Chariman Walter G Andrews,
325 lbs $21 25 to $22; 180 to 170 lbs false rallies before the ' markets
temperatures
Since
have
then
try to study with Rudolf Serkin inprobably beassisted in the round- 1943, with a major in soils and ani- toriunb of Murray State College
N. Y., of the House Armed Serof
normal
123 to 2350; 130 to 150 lbs. $20 to are stabilized.
the
over
below
much
stead. In this country Miss Nelson vices ,committee wouldn't say how
table discussion of the Jamboree mal hosbandry. His duties here Sunday afternoon at 2:30. February
Reports from the wheat belt laid
22.75; 100 to 120 lbs pigs $14 to
has been acclaimed in Philadelphia he plans to pry the measure loose
by Scouthmaster Ralph Wear who include supervision of the soil im- 15. under the direction of Josiah nation.
16.75; sows 450 lbs down. $18.25 to farmers had shipped some grain
Approximately 175,000 workers (both in recitals and with the
also
attended the
rrfeeting in provem.ent demonstration program,
from the hostile holes committee.
11.75; few $19; over .450 lbs $1750 to market in the- fear that prices
Darnell. music instructor of the in Michigan and the Ohio Valley Philadelphia
Orchestra), New York But he said he is hopeful of
Europe.
reforestation. forestry ,and engimay
drop
still
lower.
Other farmto 18.25, stags $14 to $16.
Training School. .
today
still
as
were
officials
idle
lover
NBC),
Richmond.
Nashville,
neering for such projects as tergetting the nod from the House
Cattle 800; salable 600; calves 306, ers, however, were reported hangNumbers will be presented by called
conservation and this coming Sunday will per- leadership.
for
strict
racing and reservoir construction.
all salable. Not enough steers on ing on to their graln in hope the
mixed
the
chorus,,
orchestra,
girls'
remaining
protect
the
measures
to
form
in Louisville.
Kelley is a native of Bardwell.
The rules committee Imes been
sale to make a market. Odd and government will begin c,buying
Carlisle County. His new post is and boys' glee club, boys' quartet supply of fuel oil. sitting on the bill since the curends selling about steady in clean- again and send the prices upward
- PROGRAM
and
girls'
sextet.
just a few miles from his home. He
A brief repite from the severe
rent session opened. Its inaction
All grain markets in the United
up trade
A few medium to low
CHICAGO, Feb. 13 (UPI-Promarried the former Dorothy Gibcold moved into the northern Fugue in G minor
was cited by thejtmerican Legion
good weight steers and butcher States were closed yesterday on duce:
son of >Lexington, and has a threeplains states, but the weather Sonata in A major
Scarlatti last night as "evidence of a con!spun. Beats Elements
yearlingyirt1671350; common and Lincoln's birthday anniversity. but
Poultry: One truck, steady, no
year-old son, Larry.
bureau warned that it would not Sonata Op. 8Iii
Beethoven spiracy to stall . . . involving
medium beef coWs $26 to IS; can- at Winnipeg rye dropped 10 cents price change.
Ballard County borders both the • Berlin, Pa. tUP1-Deep snow last through the weekend.
Fantasie in F minor
Chopin policy makers for both parties."
ners and cutters $12.50 to 15.50; a bushel Trading in rye was at
Cheese: Twins 48 to 46 1-2; single
Mississippi and the Ohio Rivers isolated
Methodist
the
Berlin
Etudes
Meanwhile, Rep. Henry D. Lar.Temperatures were, higher in
medium to good sausage bulls $19.50 a virtual standstill.
daisies 48 to 49; Swiss 74 to 77.
and 1,300 farmers, said Kelley. The Church from its parishoners but Cifillida than on the Mexican borE major
code. Jr.. D., La., said he has alt
At Washington, the Department
to 21.50; good and choice vealers
Butter 376,965 lbs; weak; 93 score
main industries are livestock. in- the Bev. Paul E. Trimpey deliver- der. Edmonton. Alberta had a readA flat major
all but given tic• hope of springing
$73 to 19: common and medium of Agriculture said prices of most 78; 92 score 77: 90 score 77; 89
cluding dairy and beef cattle, and ed his',sermon anyway. He broad- ing of 36 degrees while Corpus
C sharp minor
the bill, by petition. Only 13 of
$15 to 23.
fruits are expected to remain low- score 76 1-2. Carlots 90 score 77,
growing burley tobacco,
, cast It from a Greesburg radio Christie. in souther Texas, reportIntermission
the required 218 signatures have
Sheep 500; all salable; ieeeipts er this winter than they were 89 score 6 1-2.
Kelley said today that he regrets station. .
Preludes pour Piano
Martinu been obtained, he admitted. adding:
ed 35 degrees.
light. Slaughter lambs fully steady last year. the department said
Eggs (whites and browns mixed)
.
Lamarr. Colo. and Sidney, Neb. Impromptu in A flat major Faure "I've done my duty. If the 111100tto strong. Four sizeable lots good there had been no increase in 26,200 cases; steady; extras 70 to 80
Paganini-Liszt bers don't want to goon *record
well
,
" the coldest spots in the Ettles
and, choice stab ve and fed western domestic demand, and that exports per cent A 46 1-2; extras 60 to 20
•
-GA major
for this measure, that is their own
nation early today-, each with-.
wooled lambs 223. sizeable lot have been curtailed because of dol- per cent A 54 1-2; standards'43 le
responsibility."
weighty lambs $22.50, others too lar shortages.
44; current receipts 41 14 to Et
WHEREAS: in the wisdom of Almighty God, our beloved brother. peratures of 12 degrees below •-e-- A CI shifrii minor
scarce to mention
Meanwhile, it said, suRplies of dirties 40; checks 39.
Herbert E. Wall. was removed from his 'labor in our midst, January. 4, ro. It was-I0 at Philip. S D. but
the weather bureau said that the
1948.
sub-zero area was rile-lively small.
BE IT RESOLVED: that the Board of Deacons and Memorial BapRain was falling in most of the
tist Church. Murray, Ky. has suffered a great loss in the death of this southeastern states with the heavman whose life was one of untiring devotion to the work of the Lord iest amount reported at Memphis
and the 4pirltual welfare of this church, whose Christian optimism was and Nashville. Tenn. Memphis had
-an Inspiration to all the membership_ and whose council and advice was, 5.2 inches in the 90 hours up to
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 131:•
or black cats . 'Etlf-Wiyateries, thil shrivelled little
theboard
midnight. list night- and Nashville
both statesman-like and Christ-like.
Thirteen Hollywood gents will get or broken mirrows don't boter face made my blood curdle.
reported an inch and a half late
BE
IT
RESOLVED:
membership
FURTHER
that the church
as a yesterday.
together tonight for their fourth them, they keep telling each other
"It seemed to smirk at me.
annual "Friday The 12th Club"'
After dinner they carry their After • few hours, my friend left: whole has lost one who furnished real leadership and inspiration to all
Jane Geurin. eighth grade Mu- by Max Hurt, executive secretary
spook-session and sit around till drinks into the den and sit around
"Withen 10 minutes the trouble churCh endeavors and to all phases of the work of the Lord: that his
dent at New Faxon School has of the Chamber of Commerce. in
dawn trying to scare the daylights an open fireplace Somebody turns started. It didn't let up for three constant attendance at the Prayer Meetings and the Worship Service on.
been awarded first place for her his offices in the Gatlin Building.
out of each other
out the lights and when the shad- weeks. First my hot water boiler each Lord's Day was a benediction to Pastor and the people.
An award of 95.00 will be given
.
essay.
on "Why Plant Trees in to the Coldwater school for subblew
up.
They do it with eerie tales. And, ows get good and scary they start
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: that Mr. Wall's love and admiration
"The roof began to leak -it had
according to director Alfred Hitch- swapping ghost stories
Calloway County" She is the dau- mittOg the. most entries. Students
for the young people of our congregation will continue to'inspire them
Afterward they vote on the one been perfectly sound before My
cock, the man whose story rattles
eitir of Mr. and Mrs. Brown from'ihis school turned in 23 1.sthrough the years.
the ice cubes in their 13 scotch and that made their wigs stand on end dog broke his right leg My daughpeurin. Murray route 3.
says. Outland 'and Potterstown
His ready smile and cordial handshake and wordsof encournee.:,..nt
ter cut her hand severly. Mrs.
sodas the loudest gels to be presi- the longest.
The contest was sponsored_ by schools tied' for second place with
A. U. S. Civil Service humbleWe wangled Hitchcock's thriller Hitchcock
sprained, her ankle. have given many people a desire to go forward in.the irork of the Lord, tion to be held for postmaster at the Murray Chamber of Commerce the number of entries they subdent for the next year.
1111P
So far. "Hitch" admitted modest- for tonight out of him and he Three new tires on my car inex- regardless of their sphere of life.
Farmington. Ky.. was announced in cooperation with the County mitted, and will receive awards Of
ly. nobody's been able to top him. swears it actually happened. If plicably blew out. The cook quit.
Bg IT FURTHER RESOLVED- that the wisdom and ability which today by James A. Usher, present Extension Service. It was open to
each.
The other macabre members you're superstitious better flip: A water-main burst, for no rea- he exercised in this Church as Treasurer. Chairman of the Board of postmaster,'
any student in the county from the
The essays were judged by John
are Joseph Cotten, Charles Laugh- over to the funnies. 'cause here son at all. I came down with in- Deacons and Chart-man of the Building Committee, 11%,ili be held in
Applications must be on file with first through the eighth valea. P. Rhody, district forester' from
fluent*. And the paint began myston, Gregory Peck, Louis Jourdan. tis:
grateful remembrance and that his passing will prove a setinus loss to the United States eivil service corn- Entries were accepted from Jan- the Kentucky divis ..m of forestry
"A few weeks ago," hissed Hitch, teriously to flake off the living
Peter Lorre, Vincent Price, Orson
mission at Washington 25. D. C. uary 16 to Februrary I.
in Frankfurt, with offices in Mayour church and community.
Welles when he's in town), Ar- "just as I was finishing up'The room walls.
not later than March 4. Forms may
Other prize winners are: secolid, field.
The
last
years
with
illness,
filled
of
his
life.
served
to
display
his
in-.
"Throughout
these accidents the
tist Salvador Dalt, Press Agents Paridise Case' an old friend from
he obtained at the Farmington Post Jean Pat Finney, fifth grade. ColdA totiCad- 60 essays were subPaul MacNamara and Mery Hou- 'England dropped in He had been brown, wizened head kept right on dominjtable courage.
Office,
water school, daughter of Mr. and mitted in the contest, said R. K.
ser. and Writers Val Lewton and on an extensive tour of South sneering at me. Finally, one moonTHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED. That a copy of these resolutions be
Mrs Benney Finney. Farmington Kelley, county soils assistant, who
• Ben Hecht
America and said he had a gift lit night, promptly at the stroke sent to Mrs. H E Wall, the local paper, and a copy be spread on the
Cigarette Shoots Min
route 2: and Edna Hopkins. eighth Is pushing the drive to plant trees
of 21. I buried the blasted thing minutes of theshurch.
They gather for dinner af the for me
BELOIT. Wis )UP I -7 James grade. Shady Hill school, daughter in this comity. Schools participathome of one of them and Munch
"I picked this up in Guayaquil.' three feet deep in the Iarden.
Drager took a puff on a cigarette of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hopkins. ing were New Faxon, Coldwater,
Done by order of the church, January 7, 1948.
their vittles via candlelight. AU he explained. 'I think you fancy But I took no chances. I bought
and laid it in an ashtray. The next Dexter route 1.
Shicly Hill. Potterstown and Outs
(Signed)
a new house."
19 of 'em manfully spurn any tem - this sort of thing.'
Prizes of $15. $10. and $5, fur- land.
thing he knew he had been shot in
NOEL
MELUGIN
ptation to put a 14th Chair at the
That oughta win, flitch figures.
"It was a shrunken human head
the ram The cigarette set off a nished by the Chamber of ComThe prize winning essays Will
MRS. H. B. TAYLOR
table.
least it's a cinch to scare the
Now. although I'm used to the
bullet that was lying in the ash- /fierce will be awarded to the be found on page three of toSOLON DARNELL
•
Tiling. like 13 people around gruesome props that go with mur- people Who bought his old house.
tray.
tbrse winners ,Saturday afternoon day's Ledger
Times.
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PERFORMANCE

Murray In New
Price Decline Continues At
Dittrict For
Road Maintenance Nation's Grain Markets Today

of

L.

•

KFlley Resigns Pot STREETS FLOODED
AS DOWNPOUR
At Extension Office' CONTINUES HERE

MURRAY SCOUTS TO
BE HEARD OVER
STATION WKTM SAT.

LIVESTOCK

CONGRESS HOPES
TO ACT ON U.M.T.
BILL BEFORE LONG

TRAINING SCHOOL
TO PRESENT MUSIC
PROGRAM SUNDAY
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New Faxon Girl Wins..'1St In Essay-Contest

Today Is Friday The 13th

,New Postmaster
For Farmington
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Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The
Tunes-Herald, October 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian January.17.1943
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Tobacco Market
Report

An Open Letter

wiLusstsu*Lisa&

W. PERCY
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, •GE.A4:

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1-3,1948

•

FRIDA1

Triple Squeeze
•

LLB. DEPARTMENT OF AGE.
Tobacco Branch, Production and
Maketing_Adzoltastration

Thte:-*ar Assets Adminateakon
has esebeduled It -million dollar
spot bid sale of miscellineols
Publish'id.afternoons except Sunday at. la North 4th -St, Murray. KY.
eqtfik.
inent located at the e leissouri
Entered at the, Post Office,elgurray, Kentucky, for transmission as
-..Second _Class Matter
Valley Bridge and 'iron. Company
Shipyards. Twielfth ana Ohio Sts,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week, 15c, per
Evansville. Indiana for Tuesday.
month. 65e. In Calloway and adjoining counties: Per year, $350, elseFebruary 17 •Harry E-Riti-er.•Regwhere $550.
ional Director, stated that the sale
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick well be conducted at the WAA
Michigan
Building Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New York; 307 N.
Costumer Service Center which
Ave. Chicago: 80 Boylston St.. Boston.
is located at the Missouri .141111.'y
_ .
Bridge and Iron Company Shipregisration • may he
made at 8;30 A. M. . and the sale
will start at' 9:00 A.M. The equipenent enay be inspected at th
THE 'KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCLATION
location Friday. February 13 and
Mondaye'eFebruary 16. ,
•
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
Equipment of special interest-4
er Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
includes three large Gantry cranes
of our readers.
used in the construction of LST
Friday Afternoon. February 13, 1948
boats, electric are welders, electric
hoists, heavy industrial jacks, preheating torches. portable 1,1kht
and acetylene generators.
!. Ian
-Drugs, chemicals and p rmadepartmeat'a_publi_
. elLeeeeie ii,
..sv_sponiling_to
our state
s '" benig- (4.official documents which reveal a Stalin-Hitler `'ettlie2IF """"`"'
raThen
-the- Wee-Assets
. of
German
consPiracy tO divide Europe into Russian-and
istration.*Custonier Service Center,
ca
1E4i-4 Cleveland and___
spheres of influence by the accu4ation_that. Amerin
British and French interests are responsible for rearming irgham Sts.. Columbus. Ohio, in
two fixed price sales for whole'
Germany and financing her mitt-. industries.
salers." large. retailere; and small
.T h
ra
_ta
While it may be -ourretailers. exceeding to Harry E.
acciisatiott off there is too- much truth in it to justify a Eitier. Regional Director. One sale
depreswholesale denial.. Germany. recovered from the
now in progress and which will
sion and ended .unemployment long before the Western continue through February 27' ofPowers-.-.at'did,it largely with our, money which was fers drugs. chemicals and phaiinvested by private interests for greater profit than they maceuticals having an 'acquisieion cost of over $449.000. 'These
could earn here under depressed- prices. For.ser4.-years commodities which were a drag on drugs may be inspejted at the
Medical Supply Section, Columbus
American -markets, notably scrap iron, brought a premium General
Depot and at the Medical
in-Germany.i7-1-taly and :Japan and many --elhipineentae
ly Sectiebh
MANAGER

In February 19.111, 'the Boy Scout -movement Was set _uLits the
TOBACCO MARKET'
, U.S. as an organiza- WEEKLY
NEWS KEPOET-TPYIE 2.3
Scout
Boy
that,
time
the
tion. Each year since
'Western District Fire-CuredAuction sales for Western, Fire.
oli-ganization has' always celebrated its birth- cured.
tobacco were resumed en
day(luring the first or second week in Febru- February 5 alter a suspension since
January 27 because of cold weathary.- [his February; 1948, is our 38th birth- er. The United States Department
Agriculture reports a volume of
day,and as usual We have our Finance Drive .if
1,592,234 pounds was sold during the
week ending February 11 at an avyat-c4, that .
daring Boy Scout Week. 'ThisWeek,starting erage
NATI NAL E D!TORIA L._
of $27.03 per hundred. The
SSOC1ATiON
with a7ek---Z11-- tb=e-akfast at the - Woman's general average was only 201e lower
than that of the week ending JanClub House -at 7 a.m. Monday, February 9, uary 27. Slightly higher percentof lower quality offering were
where all solicitors were to meet for a Pep or ages
responsible fter this decline. Seagross sales totaled 8,261.258
inspirational talk by one of our leaders, This son
pounds at an average of $27.31.
•
year we had the pleasure of having *nth us Aeerage prices
by grades were
firm to slightly higher when cernMeth°.
Dr. George Belt. Pastor of the.First
pared with the last week of ales.
ins a few medium grades of heavy and
Facts That Are Emberniming
dist Church and he really dkl•give us airpi,and luitq -perked- tip- 25C
rational-41k:- .
to_aoc_per.bandrecl, ..,Moat increases
- •
- •
were at 50e. Since the French same
the* Market a few weeks ago, 1
111solicitors were to go from thehreak- on,
creating_ more competition, 'there
A reduced return on savings and invesunents, the sharp rise in living
fast-with- their-list of- names and sell Scouting • n amer tone to-the Mar-- costs
and higher income taxes have placed a triple squeeze on the
lat. However, even with this new
to the business and professional men and interest, prices ere still near the
American saver, the Committee on Public Debt Policy finds. Today.
America needs saving* and must release the saver from these baneircomen-of _Murray. WeAad, what-we thought loan-rate- .
tap% the Committee states.
An increase in - the proportions of
some of the best salesmen in the city of Mur- medium
lugs and thin leaf towered
that time.
ray,and We STILL THINK-SO, but some of the general quality this week. There ings and .Loan League.
It will have taken 'the 212.000
was also a decrease noted in the
these men have not called on their "lists as yet. better
qualities of heavy leaf. The home owners are average of twelve
HAYS & FIELDER
Possibly they are not interested in BOYS or majority of sales consisted of good and a fraction years to complete
fair heavy an dthin leaf and the, payments on their homes. The
BOY SCOUTS. If so, they shouldn't have and
average is about the Same which
good to low lugs.
Quality
taken ihese names and led us to believe that Season'deliveries to the Western has-prevailed since the 1950's
Fired Tobacco Cool** As- =Mite- league eitimates that 50.00)
they would do their part' toward raising the Dark
sociation
through • January
27 of the mertgage free homes will
went abroad at a time jipst three or four "-ears before_we
amounted 'to 3.885.042 pounds and have been built about 12 years fgo
funds for the Hdppy l'alley District.
were to literally scour the.face of the earth for it through
averaged $27.57 per •hundred. -This and the remainder will have been
16th and Main
the as'sistance of the American Legion, the Boy Scouts and Mduntain„View News
figure represents approximately 58 built.
prior to the iiisumption of a
other patriotic organizations.
In a previous letter I had asked that you per cent of'gross sales through that mortgage.
every. sine, every where. - .
•
We shipped -art-Hier/mot'barrels of petroleum to these I'm13elle
back after two weeks' ab.- good citizens of Murray and Calloway Coun- date. Deliveries for last week were
One-half of the persons WhO
Ample Parking
bilspend
us
to
necessary
for
making'
jt
same countries,
estimated at 44 per cent of sales.
eence.
started out' and kept up payments
lions of dollars. later to build synthetic oil installations and I'm sorry I couldn't be with you ty be as generous as possible in your gifts this No sales of fire-cured will be and h4.1d on to their homes during.
Space
some of our largest corporations had hundred* of millions the mattWo weeks.- Now to. report year.. I ask that you be just as good to us this held in Pachlah this season,
that.
in
Germany
automobile
plants
Reported
cross
Pounds sold and
of dollars invested in
a few news items:
I was sorry to hear id the death year'asyou were last year. In talking to some averages by Markets for the week
were .quickly cpnyerted into war industries. •
ending February 11 and for the seaSykes Bros. Filling Station Is Open
When the war came we'diverted all this foreign aid of Mrs. Mime
of the solicitors I am told,-that some of you son
were as follows:
e.
to our allies, which was manifestly the thing to do, but "1-;,rie Hand- made a nerror a are'cutting your contributions in half, i.e.,,
24 Hours Per Day
Feb. II, '41i
of Market Week Ending
when it ended we continued to supply Rnssia with heavy few weeks ago in reporting where
Pounds Average
and Mrs. Morton live. Mr. and what you gave last year, By.your doing this,
machinery, oil and the like,• despite 'the fact our state- de-. vilivr.
Mayfic.Id
813.494
328.14
Now has attehdants.
cits:17):.Y1 anywhere in
Mrs. Carlos Morton live on ,.Ty.'elfeh
partment had, in its possession the captured Stalin-Hitler street instead of Eleventh as re- we can't raise the same amount we raised last Murray
778,740
27.95
. the city. Would like to have your business DAY or
documents that are now proving such a sensation here and ported before
NIGHT.
Polio
Totals
1.592.234
27.03
abroad. And kv e still can't make up our minds to stop Mr and Mn.. Orville Futcher year. I know it is hard, following the
and chedren Misses Ruth, Margie. Drive as it did,. but it was just one of those
these shipments.
Located at the "Y"
Seams' Tlie•egh Fob. 'II. '46
ard ht.Ue Joe_Edd„ Nestl. Whatever _may_ be Anifl of Nazism. Communiam. or and
detract
minute
would
Not
-for
a
things.
Pounds Average
SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Fascism. we can'tsay any-of them were inconsistent. 'Dic- ed Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and
Mayfield •_ _
3.736.843
$2388
tators seem to have known what.they wanted.to do. They family last ThUrsday.. Miss Ethel from the worthy cause of the -fight for Polio, Murray
4.334,413
28.48
Heppe' 'birthday to
because it is one of the greatest' works of our
wanted to dorninate.the world, and they still do.
- Fulcher cn March-28.
.
we
forcan't
When we know that to be a tact why
Total
84161.258
27.31
livrte--§etf ha,- started workinclor -whole-country, neither do I think that the Boy.
'We ship tractors, the Nance brothers of Concorde'
.„
Thee market aivrages are made
mulate a foreign policyccordingly7
and the like,to Russia and Yugoslavia while our own far- Happy Valentine day to every, Scout organization should be penalized by available as general information
only and do not reflect prices paid
mers go without?. Why furnish foreign countries with -new' one.
any•driver•
'[Or Tobacco on a 'quality rasis as
automobile.' while ex-service men pay premium prices for So king for new -"L 're Hand"
among'different markets. The only
worn-out second-hand cars?. Why close our schools be.,
price gindeed any service to farmdrive
to
T
auichanoShould
Possibly_we
testiptions; be was called upon to
cause of a fuel . oil shortage while ship loads of it .goers * that showing the prices by
. read
atvivAt 05
the eeto by President Truman some 'other month;' we are 'open for suggest- grades
abroad?
This information is pubwith. the
do
laving
to
bell
on
la
charge
that
Russian
truth
in
the
weekly in theetIeSep.,A. reThere is so much
matter; it is as much-your organ- lished
sale and disposal et certain In- ions in the
ports of average prices by Govetttr
World Wai II was made possible because of the foreign d.an
shouldbe).
lands.
it
else's
or
is
it
anyone
ization
as
ment grades and may be obtained
policies of tfie -United Sta.. France and' Great Britain Mr. Mailer warmed up to his
ft(en Tobacco Inspeeturs at warething doesn't task as he took -the role of Pres- Y
haven't a boy, so why houses.
might say,:
-that we can afford to take Care that the
happen again.
ident Truman'. _lie ..even rooked should I give to stith drives?' That's one rea•
dressed for the part-with that
20th Century Bible Course
because
more
cont?-ibute
shOtild
you
son
why
and
arms,
•
his
212
He
waved
000
how tie
HOME OWNERS
3 208 West Lod, Nashville 2, Tenn,
emphasized the • right words, just -you haven't been out the expense of raising TO LIFT MORTAGES
Day Of "No Business- In Congress Gives
WM'3
Cam/ 13
as if he had been coached. NoClerk Mauer Opportunity To Perform
CHICAGO (UP)-Son:le 212.000
body paid gny attention, it beine a child,and that is something. Neither do I
,
flassa.
I
Pnnt
persons
will
Please
struggle
out
from
una -No business" day But that have a' boy, but your Executive -Committee'
der the mote-gage - on the old
The session repined With -a- Pra-- didn't bother Mr Mauer. as he
By HARMON W NICHOLs
horneetead this year. according to 1M
tutted Press matt (orrespendene yer Then Clerk George Mauer wound up the thing with a flour- asked me to serve' as your Chairman of the
read the -Journal.- of the rninatee
'
Happy'Valley District for the year 1947.- At a survey by the United States Sate '114
WASiiINGTO_Ne Fit, 13 ‘1„-PT--: of 'the -last iriettiog. As
.react-,,r
One Congressman woke -up hi,
in
What does Congress whntle
Mr. -Mauer es /lightly .wonderfel handful i,f . celleagues when hc the end of this time I asked the Committee
when the prZigrarn says there's na
There he staid.. slick in a gray moved 'thai the house 'adjourn unIN ARRANGING A FUNERA1.SERVICE WITH US, you will hays
that they place some one else as Chairman of
whittlire to be done"
suit and blue bow tie. His dictiOn til Monday'
exact knowledge of what you are paying for. And, regardthrough
stay
I
that
gestures
asked
was perfect So were
yesterday, 'It said tnKansas.
District.
They
the
of
Rep. Edward H
less of the cost,, the high standard of our service is never
•RepresHouse
hisehead..
the
bald-past
papers that the
He bobbect
and put a
however.-the 1948 Period, and, I agreed to -do so.
of which is partly covered by a damper on that announcing that he
enanyes was eto convene at'
lowered.
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MIN IN THE NATIONAL
SMILE STUDY. Ilintgrocans of all 'mass are urged to KNOW THEIR WOW
?hos
NEW RUBLE CORRESPONDENCE COL/ASE wolf enable you to
study the Salle on the quoetness of yew own home
BUSY
AMERICANS' Th.* EASY but COMPREHENSIVE course os for
YOU erithoort present or future obligation
Sunday School
teachers and church leaders red fond w end e uf help
It a
any for any layman
There 2re 30 subtett• on tha coarse
et slue), A BEAUTIFUL CERTIFICATE os awarded on completion.

same

mow--

Reef

MOOD.

With :•NolBusiness."-The Congress- brown curl in the back. as he
men must awe read, the papas -hammered h•me points in the stuff
because only 32 of the 435 were on he was reading.
The fact that, Mr. Mauer had
hand for the tali ser the. gavel.
Seectaioni outninniieftd Ilse mem- no large audience made, no differ.of. in ence to him Atter a couple
about four to
bers

had some home werk fof,the Congressmen to do on their threeray hOliclay. He recomenended that
one ad all take home a report
by his, Civil Service Committee
and give it a good.--iiiid reading.
He thought it would be worth
•
• thu e•41eastues' while
no*tistosiii
tha
Then_
came the eusual bobbing up for
recognition period .People
Vino
feel like bobbing up on any cc, '-tain-day sit &pin in trent YeSterr day it wasn't- hard b
sg,th
front row could haee held most ,
-or those Present
The
"
4- to have remar -bebbtr,"1

have looked after this job the very best
I knew' how, contributing of my time and
means to try and make an up and going organiiation. Knowing--my limitations, I have
•
7i2en_this miffk the_very best that was in me.
IhrfANsidaar
agree-Mat-the Roy Stout drive makesitirhst--more of-o burden on the citizens' of Murray
than most of the nther drives. For instance
the Polio and Red Cross drives solicit funds
sn the-Cownty,.and iha-Boy- Scouts-cannot do
this,
- .kr,„__12
:
•.•=x,fidttni as most of the citizen, in the Count orre ______
ed-woh•-• --the Boy Scou:
(1--oc-oitatni
expense-in the Crmgressional reHowever, we do-have troops at Ha el, New
ix•rd 'There is never eq.- objectien
f"' vote on' Uni' sort Of', thto4 1 Concord, 41mo,-Lv,,, Grove and Kirksey,
since .1::
matter of yeu-scratchand we do get help "from time citizens of these.
my-baek-and,1•11-scratch-your.s
- After, that tame the delightful 'place,,, but the Cortnty, as a whole,' we can't
TN-hsite speechlittle period -Eit-Ont .
them.
'es. First up was.%John W Hesei- figure on much help front
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MAX CHURCHILL
SUPERIOR

AMBULANCE. SERVICE

sMAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The-Friendly Funeral Home" '
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Lady
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(764
ociant
CUNI3 NAI
pCTORS

nilt

.16/14
.1t,

Phone 98
Fifth and Elm
Murray. Ky.
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BERViova

eisTioes-vitteg

.1

ton - of Massachusetts. He asked
the-queruMminus if they knew
e it had been sta'sh--awt
.
1 bodY
4:
M•vrachttset13-- Beforel6=:

Again, may I ask/those of you that kave
been solicited to make your ,c,niaribtaion
the Boy St outs.-of- A-nrerica, -through th
OtaAtnhi
d a y,
i,nhe
atm'dnidte tv.
h•tas guepni
. tienian:
Happy Valley'District at:Alurray. Those sofrom New'York have on his riiind?
finished their canvas of
licitors
' who .haven't
Edwin Arthier Hall said. he
wished Abraham Lincesin. tout& ix seeing,those that they were to solicit, may I
around today.- It being Honest
as soon as possible.
ekbea birthday. for ene thing risk,that you do this just
Here el are.• he aid, talking' May I borrow the_words'44,1r. Moody, and
about shdping oil - by the tods.
sa:vc"DOIVT L:4) ME DOWN".
le
•

not

awcwea- rh: duayg ann.-slang/0i

V

-.4*

lkialties'very Wei that you cannot tell a lie-but why did you
cut it with a hatchet?"

tu

•

rit4,1114

rrteasuied that sort of stuff in
eyints. aallons aud barrels. And
look now-.
con lar,
They brew-Abe • w
• Set. a' ehanre
.114.1L„aack Ito*:
to finish. ,A thinute Means 60

•

seconds. _
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and Save Money

talatiflawser

For Sale

Lost and Found

FOR SALE-1939 Chevrolet, new LOST-Roat
itulto_ _wrist
engine, has 4,000 miles, pew paint watch with leather band, between
job. $800. Call 1192-J.
114c Garrison's Grocery and corner of
Poplar and South Ninth. Ii found,
FOR SALE-Tobacco 'canvas at notify Betty Elkins, 206 South
Jeffreys, two stores.
F14c 9th. Phone 190. Reward.
Fl4p
FOR SALE-1941 Master Deluxe
Chevrolet. New motor, brakes, and
clutch. Phone 737-W-1.
F13p

Isikaicem

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
10:30; rain or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
FOR SALk,r-Spring woolen. it Jet- Anybody can sell ... anybody can
-buy-Main Street Car EXchanse
lreya Itett-itUrar.wad Auction CO. --130PkinIwille.
FOR --SALlriThreer=baby earr
Excellent condition. See Mrs. Paul
Atitortiatic Reduction
P_erdtmear_eal13163,M.
F14.c NOT=
ae
Sale at Draper & Darwin Store is
FOR SALE-New 2-bedroom house still going on. Remembehhe price
with ,connecting garage and utility goes down each day on all ladies
room, also apartment size home ready to wear that was carried
'with garage in baiernent. Phone over from last year. The top price
1188-R-Mrs. Louis Starks.
F14c for Saturday, February 14, is $1.00.
Your pick and choice of this group
ROUGH LUMBER - Poplar. and Draper & Darwin Store.
Fl5c
oak. All lengths. Uniform widths
and thickness. Accurately sawn.
NC:7,XE - See the "Womanless
' See John A. Nance, Nance Bros.,
Nykdding" at Almo High School,
New Concord, Ky.
MlOp
aturday, February 14, at 7:30
Fl3c
POSTS FOR SALE-White oak an
post oak. 6 ft. Also garden p
and brace poles.-Equal Withems,
Thai's What We Breath
Route 6.
7 Flap
PITTSBURG all') - Westing-

•

OW'

house Electric Corp. engineers
have fotmd•that air in an ordinary
living room on a hot day would
contain about 1200 billion dust
WANTED TO RENT-AboUt five- particles, half a million bacteria.
house.
In
or
room
hear Murray, a • few hundred million pollen
with garden idal electricity. Write specks and three pints of water.
Box 259, /Hazel, Ky. - Julian
Mayer. /
.F13p
Lightning rods protect buildings
WANTZ/
D - Couple wants small but only when the connections_ to
-hota4 with electricity in country the ground are good. the Univerto/rent. See or call It T. Luther, sity of Illinois Agriculture College
Flan warns.
,Aute I. Murray.

r
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• NEON CLOCKS
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• FIXTURES

•
▪ MARQUEES

• MAINTENANCE

CLIP THIS AD AND -MAIL TODAY

FOR OVERHAUL
NEW TIRES OR TRADE
BILL DOLLAR GIVES
PROMPT. FRIENDLY AID

•

•

Keep your car in good running order
. . or trade it in on a later model ..
for utmost safety, convenience and
economy. If you can't spare the cash
right now ... phone or come in. Well
gladly help with a friendly cash loan for
that
or any other worthy purpose:,

UP TO 20 MONTTIS TO REPAY

artivoti*..LOAN, CORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
506 Main Street : Murray
PHONE 1186
M. C. ELLIS, Mgr.
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Farmers of Green county re- ceived
approicimittely
$2,500,000
for- their burley last year. Ky 16
Ky. 41A and - Ky.25 being most
popular.
chise, Robinson was asked whether
his contract was a 12-month signing to make him available for gridiron duty.
"No indeed not,: he grinned.em,pbatically.
You could see he was weary, and
position
al-the- Tm potrim ce
to his race weighed very heavily On
the Robinson shoulders.,

Today's Sports Parade

What Kentucky
Farmers
Are Doing

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS

the sun and the force of the windstorm in summer.
We need trees .to help build up
our lands and to keep it fertile.
The leaves fall and decay making.
the ground rich. The roots help to
keep the ground loose so that thd
nitrogen can penetrate into the soil.
If we set trees in the gullies the
trees spread their roots and help
fill up the gullies by keeping- the
soil from washing away. They
add more soil and more nitrogen
and are good soil covers.
They cut the trees and make lumber to build houses and other
things and make paper, cloth, and
many things.
The trees help to prevent floods
by filling in low places, catching
settlings which hold the water to.
their own channels.
The trees shelter and feed wild
animals. The trees protect the animate from cold 'winds, hard rains
and the heat of the sun.
So let's all plant trees and protect them from fires. Don't leave
camp fires until they are gut. Don't
throw down matches or cigarettes
or anything that will' burn until it
is out.

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

Anything Else, Sir?

WHO SAYS IT
ISN'T SAFE 2I'M STANDING
ON THE BOTTOM
RIGHT NOW

_1

AMP

•

ogou

Orr

YOUNGSTERS RUILlED
FIREBAUGHT, Cat.-+UP).
curfew bell is now sounded at .10
o'tlock eVery night here from the henry of the city hall in accordance with a.'new city ordananee
Twit-nit
; minors to be off the
streets at night.
Police Chief Thomas Sarulio
warned that the city 'council '•has.
made it unlawful for any person
under the age of 18 to loitep on
the streets or be in public places
after 10 p.m. unless accompanied
by an adult.
Parents have been made responsible! for their children. Fines
ranging from $25 for the first offense to $500 for each subsequent
offense and imprisonment from 10 '
to 90 days .are.- provided.

Ledger & Times

CHECK ITEMS IN WHICH INTERESTED

••••••

• NEON SIGNS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

mug
mow pug' cagoo

FOR SALE-One used Norge refrigerator-Max Churchill. Telephone 98.
F13c

_1

AMSWKI TO PREVIOUS PU7.ZLI1
by adding leaves and other organic
him 'squirming into the dirt.
matter to it. Gullies and unsightIt seems pretty certain that hell
ly places can be beautiful. Today
MOP NOUriwiu
get a crack at second base this
riCROSS
21—To go without
food
BUM WM SURE
we are concerned about the forest
season and he's happy over that.
1—Where-king lives
28—To grind up
SOMUMAUW MAIM
of tomorrow' and we also have a
1—Apple seeds
FIRST PRIZE
29—Staggen
"That Eddie Stanity is a tough
AMO2AP
file.WUPE
11—Yellow fruit tp1.1
31—Fishing gadget
stake
in
the
future
welfare
of
cur
WHY PLANT TREIM IN CALLOcustomer and he can't be pushed
13—Ol4-wornanish
33—River in Siberia
40151111PUMO
county
forest
16—Pres-flowing
resources. Isn't it
34—Egg-shaped
WAY COUNTY
around," ,Robinson said a's he con61123010 DMA MUM
35—To topple
time for us to do something about lb—Job
By JANE GUERIN
ifieg .7:104:2
ll—ftaised railway
36—Macaw
sidered his prospects. "Stanky is a
Ill—Dueling
sword
37—To
obtain
MUG !BMW
Eighth Grade, Faxon nigh School this pressing problem.
wonderful second baseman.
111--813ip'a meal
38—To weary
OPOROUPO
We have 12,000 acres of land in 20—Body of water
99—Mohammedan
Why plant trees in Calloway
"But I'v.e always felt that I could
irritate
rulers
21—To
OUSMOA SQUIREQ
County is a -very important ques- Calloway County which we could , fl—Onion. k.
40—Printer's measure
do better elsewhere than at first
RILIMP MAMOUNRA
vegetable
41—Rabbit
tion to everyone, especially those plant in pine and locusts. In 10
base," he continued .quietly. "I'd
QOM ORO
23-1Inihrt,;ed
42—Winged
who own any of the 1.2,000 acres Years these would be valuable for 34—Hesitant
43—Kingly
never played first base before and
expression
posts.
In
25
years
they
would
be
of the eroded, unproductive land in
it was rough: I've still got a lot to
47—Silver coin
35--Placid
valuable
for
lumber. 'This would 26—To increase
DOWN
411—ProposlUona
Calloway Count Much of this
learn about that position, but I'd do
waste land can be reclaimed by re- be worth thousands of dollars to
1—Poor man
better at it this year than I did last
Calloway County. Trees could
3—To attach
forestation.
season."
3—Path
make us a living.
4—Some
One fanner who owned 50 acres
Robinson, who' hit .296 and a
5—Calcium fsymb.)
Let us do our part to make the
of this unproductive kat:id—has
6—To value
fraction in 151 -games as the rookie
tend-bettutiftrirusefut
1—To
go
by
and-vattrable,
planted a total of 35,000 IcklellY
of the year, underwent an operation
6—Writing fluid
9—Geometrical
pines on 25 acres: He says he esti- or the future. 'Trees als4 iVe Os a
on his left foot this winter for a
rano
soften The exmates that the
bone growth.
10—Slumbers
11—Mark over letter
"Du you think it took two or
aioubled as soon as the trees are set treme of weather and break the
13—To
exalt
orce -a- wind ancrthey give shelthree steps off your speed?" he was
out:if- WU
triii
-for one man, it
16—To inquire
ter, homes an& food to our many
19—To turn int° Water
asked.
is also true for'anyone who will try
.
20—To glide
kinds of animals: Trees exert a
"I wish I could say so, but it
planting pine and locust seed seed23—Girl
27
werful influence in Preventing
23—To
breathe
didn't:: he smiled:
-their
noisily
soil erosion and controlling floods.
23—To summon
But despite that painful foot, Roblands.
32 33
iing"n
29 30
. —
eZ
z5"/
'imin9ductive
But looking at them with the cal26—Brook
inson led the National League with
/
It is estimated :one can plant
WI—Accomplishment
culating practical eye of the busiri
z54.
Is—Burrowing rodent
29 stolen bases and ranked among
about 2.000 seedlings in one day,
29—Pirate flag
ness man trees also mean cash.
.
the first 10 in seven other departor about one and one-half acres.
30—Bmoothed
39
S
7
.
38
From trees grow homes, paper,
31—Father or mother
ments. He also led in sacrifices,
Land which now produces noth12—Speaks
was second in runs and being hit
yo
ing can be made to grow several railroad ties, and thousands of
/7C.0
'
7 42
33—Poundaeona
35—On behaLf of
by pitched balls, fifth in times at
.7"
hundred thousand feet of timber other products. Trees also mean
36—Marble
*j
bat, sixth in doubles: ninth in hits
'13
3$—Bundle of cotton
per year. That would be worth industries, jobs, and, taxes, to the
39—Woe is mei
and 10th in total bases.
A..--..—.
lots to Calloway's people.. Often state and local government. In
Fifteen pounds. overweight at
n
after a pine plantation becomes es- turning Callaway _Comity trees In7
44—U.S. moldier
to useful productS from which the
Robinson said he was "tired" after
tablished, hardwood trees will seed
66—What was that?
ft..
•UAW Mabee SpAIMAL
whole state benefits we shall be
a winter of personal appearances,
in and grow naturally.
doipg soniMirig/Sivolgaublille, far,
many a Negro colleges -in the
$Loblolly pine will grow to small
ourselves and those to follow us.
South. Now he goei back to the
saW logs or pole size in 15 or 20
Many of Ifs are now beginning to
West Coast to make a motion pieyears or large enough to make
realize that: Therefore plant trees
ture before reporting to spring
fence Posts in ten years.
in Calloway County.
training camp.
So we hope that -every farmer
By OSCAR FRALEY
"I just told them about my ex
Montreal's eatcher, signed his, tob,
who owns any of this unproductive
United Press Sports Writer
on the birthdate of the Great Em- periences and fan, reaction," to
waste land or has a neighbor who
said.
NEW YORK, Feb. 13 (1.1P)-• ancipator.
owns any of it will get busy right
With the* baseball Dodgers'taking
Flecks of gray spotting his black
The rangy infielder received
now and get some of the 400,000
hair, Jackie Robinson looked for- $5,000, the major league- minimum. over the Brooklyn football frantrees- that are still available for
ward today to only "four or five last season. His new contpect reCallaway County, It Will be a conmore years- of major league base- portedly was for $15,000. but that-at
tribution to the Wealth of the peoball before turning the experience may be a b# high. For despife the
ple in Calloway County.
Phyllis and Paul Colvin, 4-Hers. gained as the fir•t, Negro in the "very pleasing" description of the
in Pendleton county, sold a basket game toward welfare work and the terms he accepte‘Robinson blinkSECOND PRIZE
' •
of tobacco lugs for $65 per hundred direction of boys' clubs.
ed:.
WHY PLANT TREES IN
pounds at the Lexington district 'Tee taken a lot of punishment
"Well, I'm still smiling."
CALLOWAY COUNTY
in playing all sports," the former
show and sale.
"Yes. I smiled through a' lot last
. By JEAN PAT FINNEY,
Emmett-Moore of Ciwsley county UCLA football star said quietly. year," he added, "and I may have
Grade Five,'Coldwater School
says the quality and weight of Icy. "It takes a lot out of you so I can't to do it again this year.":- We hould plant trees in Calloway
56 tobacco surpassed Ky. 41A, expect to stay around- as long as
Robinson doesn't talk - about it
County for their beauty ,and shade.
grown side by side on his farm.
some of the other boys."
much, but hip debut in the majors
Trees and shade make our homes
The value of tobacco statics as
Robinson inked his 19411 contract, was full of pressure. And despite
more -beautiful: If we didn't have
fertilizer from Magoftin 'county's ”a very pleasing one," on Lincoln's the sportsmanship talk, there were
trees for wind- breaks for housea it
last year's crop was estimated to birthday. And it might have been a lot of pitchers who weren't aboye
would be colder in winter. Wind
be $1.5,000.
coincidental that Roy Campanella, firing those fast ones which sent
breakers also cheek the heat of

Essay Contest
Winners

THIRD PRIZE
Win, PLANT TREES IN
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Illy EDNA HOPKINS.
Grade S. Shady Hill School
We should plant trees in Calloway
County because trees increase the
Italy and the beauty of the land.
We know that our forest contain
untold wealth for us .and our posterity. Not only do trees save the
soil from erosion but they save it

AIME an' SLATS

Betty Feels the Impact

By Raeburn Van Buren

YOU GAVE A GREAT
I'M GETTING 50 I CAN WAVE EXCL/5E ME -I'M
THAT STICK-AND-SMILE 13ROOK5 OF TRAN5PERFORMANCE,
CONTINENTAL RAOIO!
WITHOUT HALF
CHARLIE --ONSET!
ID LIKE TO
TRYING!
TALK A
THE WRONG
PEAL WITH
TIME -ONL'Y
YOU,00885!
THREE TIME5
TON I6HT!

r
e•ovver,A-r

NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS

I'M THE ONE TO TALJC
8U‘INE55 TO. CHARLIE
16 JUST THE "FRONT"
FOR THE Ef•ANP! HE
WAVES THE STICK
AND SMILES. I PO
EVERYTHING
ELSE!

"THANKS. 3IL T
5UE - SI4E5 Ma(
GIRL- 15 WAITI
FOR ME OUTSIDE.
ON MY MOTOR-

cveLE!

r
lb Al Cairi

A Chippendale Off the Old Blockhead

LI'L ABNER
•I'on't let your motor suffer from poqr circulation or leaky radiati;rs. Bring it in and have,jt repaired, forN•e have complete equipment

PIARLESS FOSDOCK IS

PERSONALLY BODYGUARDIN*

the jobs with. On day service on till 'repair work: Equipped'
• Jo'
to hell eat, rod out, repair—endjecore your radiatoriL, ALL- _WORK-0•
GUARANTEED.

TI-I' LE ADIN' CANDY-DATE FO'
PREZY-DUNT MARMALUKE
MINUET, IN A CONVENSHUN
HALL,JAMMED VF 25,000

POLLY-T1SHUN

DON'T
KNOW WHY
At-I IS

C

PFOSDICK IS THE N.4014.LD'S GREAT
EST DETECTIVE-TH' WORLD'S
MOST FF-ARLE
HOOMIN BEANNUET IS
S SAFE AS
EE HE WAS IN
HIS flAfIllYS
ARMS--

- WORRYIN'ff

Operated by two Ex GI'S, GARRISON and W. W. WILLIAMS

MURRAY RADIATOR REPAIR SHOP

•

.

.Doi Ealli of of Guerin's Block Plant
East Mkin —i.
MONDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 9
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Club News

men's Page

Activities

Towns Must Help Farmers
Grow Food, Says Expert

Locals

•

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Unit
The Cabinet Food Committee Suggests:

Social-Calendar
Friday, Mena", 13
• The World Day of Prayer will be
observed at the First Christian
Church at 2 o'clock.

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
Sa4.4ell/Itea-t! Save Meal! SatiethePeac4!

Tuesday. February 17
The following Circles of the
WS of First Methodist Church
will meet at 2.30:
Circle I with Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, chairman, will meet with
Mrs. L. R. Putnam.
Circle D. Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
chairman, will meet with Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop.
Circle III, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes.
chairman:"Irtii- Exeet:with- Mrs; Max_
- :
Hurt.

FRIDAY PEACE PLATE

•

_

'

•
For Friday's Peace
baked i I tatiir,poon fat
fish and noodles ns suggested for
t;3sP°m'itsV.iree
the main dish around which to build
i[aarierre fresh. or cooked: to.
cuei•
P"
a meal. Fish in the main dish can i
aviator.
truly typify a peace plate. Peotles Is, cups cooked noodles
cups flaked cooked fish
of Europe and of the Far East, on
1 cup bread cubes
the isles and on the mainland, must
Table tat
look to fish this winter as their chief
Cook onion and celery in at a w
source of anirral protein, People in ides add sa:t
"
pe'm.o.'the -Western:-herrasprtere---can-ase-,--aWriatolni)
atternate Lar
fish to talp lower food costs. The ers of noodles. fish and tomato mixture

1' g-Wedarili'itta

tisth. -are WI'

-.--Istiee-and-see-ts-tremeedoes,--Retaal-rr,raeatra.e en -t-350-fr20 "douses or suppLes
'Ash both frozen and ti: mixture LS hot through and the bread
canner'. are excellent this season, cubes are brouned_ Serves 4 to 5.
FOOD TIPS: Any kind of cooked
and'the prices reasonable in many
fish. salmon. cod, haddock, may be
parts'of the country.
Europeans try to extend their used with the noodles. Avoid too
long :heating_ since all the ingreAsh. supply lay. serriag a Littleeftch meal, to help make the re- dients have, been cooked.
With the spinach, use lemon
inatrider of the meal palatable wtth
a minimum of fat, milk or eggs. juice. sweet pickle juice or table
In today's main dish the fish is ex- -fat and serve it very hot.
-ter:it:leg with vegetables, seasonings,
Many families kiSte their favorite
and noodles. This direct use of gram kidney bean salad recipe. One such
lowers food costs. Served with an combines chopped celery, pickles
animal protein the nutritive value and a little hard-cooked egg with
of the grainis enhanced.
.the cooked beans and mixes the
With thei piping hot dish of baked,
salad with sweet-sour dressing
noodles a4d Ash. try serving spinDelicious tarts may be made with
ach. fresh or canned, kidney bean
salad. and dried fruit tart. They some of the now • plentiful dried
u-illthenicely
,fit
into the flav2r pattern fruits. Try making them with his._
a cuit dough rolled very thin instead
of
meal as a_whele, and do, .
minimum of darnage to the food of The rich pastry commonly used..
For a cifferent flavor, you might
budget.
like to try tornliining two or
.three
•
HAILED FISH AND NOODL,ES
dried fruits - some come pack3 tablespoons minted °woe
aged that way.
c•p diced relerl

The World Day of Prayer will be
observed at the First Christian
Church beginning at 2 p.m. The
theme will -60" "The World II
Preyer."

"le

I

VARSITY

ONLY

, i IS HOPK 1...N..$.44.
JUDY CANOVA
0
..\
BOB CROSBY
,
- 4 FIliiiialliiiiiiTO
JERRY COLONNA
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH
NATHARINE ALEXANDER
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

end.' unless you are certain he
doesn't share the views of the Rev.
C. Sumpter LOgart. The Lawrenceville Presbyterian
minister explains his peeve his
way.
"The term - Reverend' is a title
of respect similar to the title. 'the
Honorable' When you meet your
mayor or congressman, you don't
say. Hellp. Honorable.' or 'Good
morning. Honorable Jones.'
"In !peaking directly to a minister it is correct to say, 'Mr.
Jones... or if he' holds a doctor's
degree. 'Dr. Jones.' It is never
correct to say 'Reverend or 'Reverend Jones'
. "Most ministers have no objection to being called by their Christian name or nickname," .he add

ed

RED SKELTON

Ends
Friday!"

in

VARSITY
41
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and Monday.
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ALLAN LANE n

RED
RYDER
BUY KELLEY'S CHICKS

1

U. S. APPROVED

•

Sead
en,of
iwzrire

6 5 I,

I

Pr
Si'

CAPITOL

•

• VARSITY THEATRE
"Merton of the Movies"
Hr 22 Min.)
Feature Starts: 1•22-3 25-5 28-7:31.
9:34.
CAPITOL THEATRE
"Homesteaders of Paradise Valley."
(59 Min )
Feature Start,s: 1:00-2.11-3:27-4:43.
5:5917:15-8.31-9:47.

U. S. PULLORUM PASSED

HOME PRODUCED

We are using in-our 1948 mating males direct out of the world's beat R.O.P.
Breedirig Porn* direct out of R.O.P. hens with trap nest Pedigree records as
.high as 321 Sire's Dam'!isgg records of 326 eggs in her pullet year, and U. S.
Certified matings.
The great majority of ouregolg chicks will have the blood of these males.
Buy KELLEY'S QUALITY CHICKS EVERY TIME,

••• 11011111.1 BLAKE

You Can't Go Wrong

MARTNA VINTIVOITI4

4

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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MURRAY HATCHERY
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R. E. Kelley, Owner Manager
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Vaught, speaker.

February 13, Friday-Phi Mu Alpha
Dance, music 'by Len Foster
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FRIDAY

sru WE YOU LOSE YOUR HEAD WITH LAUGHTER—
,LAU 14-1111701 SIMS!

Hollywood tUPi — Reginald
Gardiner, that dapper. sartorially
perfect English gentleman, has
disclosed a long-hidden past as an
*
Ina 1"1z"
Indian fighter.
Mo.I. Droll •••••• •••••••
"I was scalped and burned at the
CHAPTER XXXII
questions." Roeleich said belliger- stake a half dozen times, Gardiently.
"We're. going, and you can't ner declared impressively. "This
WHEN Jack Gant had left the
hold us here.'
was between the ages of six and
mill's first-aid room, after
"Can't I?" Duke's hand reached
having his hand bandaged by.,into his pocket and brought out the ten."
Ever since, he said, he's had a
Linda, he had followed her in- pistol. "You're all coming to the
structions and gone straight to office on this floor and we're going split personality-half man-aboutto talk this over." And. he thought, town, half Billy the Kid.
Duke's office. He waited until he'd send the supervisor to sum"My employers have only seen
Duke returned from his rounds mon the P. B. I. agent from the
the first side, the sophisticated
of the mill, then told him of main office.
Me." he said in a cultured English
the Germans who were trying'
men stared
tared at the *dot accent. "They refuse to netieveto provoke a strike and prevent
rin looked1M-Reelelett.theteA_TelikilorLatlicr
e new machinery-tram-gang
One of them stea close to him
As a result, he had a hard time
into operation on the morrow. and muttered. "The office is at the getting a part as an
Injun-fighting,,
After Duke heard the story he west end of the floor."
"Don't worry - we're not going two-gun he,,-man from the badtook an automatic pistol from his
lands of Utah in 20th Centurydesk, slipped it into his pocket and there." Roeleich answered.
"You're going all right!" Duke Fox's "The Ballad of Furnace
went back into the mill. He bad no
Idea of using the ,pistol except as a said grimly. He waved thf pistol Creek '5i
didn't
threat if necessary, but he meant menacingly. "Move
-he- cook; cut it with Stich
Still
the
men
hesitated.
Duke
business. So those Germans he'd
saddle-sore Indian scouts as Victor
Farmers ' can grow their own and vegetablIthan other.
rehired to keep them from starving saw that there was fright in their Mature and
Glenn Langan,
"Thus the home garden program
were now trying to interfere with eyes-not fear of the pistol, but
food. But, Charles F. Brannan. asDirector
Laughs
the mill's 'production of defense fear of accompanying him to the
sistant secretary of agriculture can help us realize an economy of
"I
told
office.
This
Bruce
Humberstone,
puzzled
him.
the
goods ordered by the government?
conference abundance. It can help overcome
Meanwhile, the commotion had director, about my rougher side. told a freedom garden
Well, he'd show them!
at New Orleans. La., so can town the effects of limited food budgets.
attracted
other
workers
on
the
He just laughed slapped me on the
He found none of the men he
and city folk. as the Victory gar- it can help to overcome indifferwanted on the first floor. The over- poor. They were gathering behind back and told me to come back
ence and Poor food habits. It can
seer told him that some of the Ger- Duke. Bill and Mike Cawthon ap- some day when he was making a den campaign proved.
"Our task of helping provide provide a growing and more stable
mans worked there but had asked peared at his side, their muscular musical comedy," Gardiner said.
enough food-at the right place- market for commercially-produced
permission to leave the floor for a shoulders hunched for action in his
But Gardiner persisted. He menbehalf.
snort time.
and the right time-is too big to fruits and vegetables.
"Ravin' trouble?" Mike asked.
tioned his Indian fighting experiDuke went through the mill,
"Gardening can do much to im"No trouble-when these men de- ence-"a phase of my past I was be done by any small group," he
searching for them. When he
said. "Every American must con- prove the surroundings in which
reached the third floor, he found cide to come along to the office with too modest, you know, to discuss
tribute. For those who can grow a we work, live and play. It can imthem. They were gathered in a me," Duke said.
_
-"But why the officer one of the before."
garden, there is no more important prove the setting of our homes-engroup near the east end of the
"I
killed
several
hundred
Sioux
Germans demanded. "Why can't
hance the value of the home itbuilding.
way.,
and
Apaches
each
we
talk
here?"
year,"
Gardiner
A man whom Duke thought at
"True, we cannot actually grow self. A gardner who starts grow"Because
I
don't
choose
to
talk
id.
"Most of them, of course, at
first was Ernest Roeleich was talkwheat in home gardens, but their ing a few vegetables will soon
ing to the group. Then. Duke saw here," Duke replied, then added some distance from the house.
produce will -increase the nationsl broaden his activities. A few flowthat the man was not Ernest Roe- sarcastically, "I'd like for you to be Mother didn't like bloodshed.
food supply. By substituting home- ers at first, and then a more amo
leich but some one who strongly comfortable. After all, I've consid"I am probably the greatest awgrown -and,• home preserved foods bitious job of landscaping. When
resembled him. Must be a brother. ered your comfort ever since you've ing authority on
Indian
battles.
worked
for
me.
Even
after
you
He saw the floor supervisor at the
for part of- our usual purchase of he finishes his home, he is apt to
phone in the department office and caused trouble and were fired, I My research into the works of cereal products, we are in a very look at his community with a more
brought you back in order to save James Fenimore Cooper was so
signaled to him.
real sense -producing more whist discerning eye. Pride in one's
your families from illness and star- extensive that
"Let's see what's up." he said
I. tailed arithmetic for
. home will lead to. pride, in one's__
export."
-I was Just trying to call you." vation. And this is your gratitude! one year."
Just as I'm about to embark on proHome 'vegetable gardens must community.
the supervisor told him.
Gardiner
said
his
fount
of
Induction for the government, you
"The immediate job is •to" help .
become a permanent source of
ian lore had proved-ualuablwL THEY walked over to the deeide to walk out on me. What's
Increase our diCtnealic food supply.
more, I'm told you tried to incite making -The Ballad of Furnace food, If ArnerTfa is to rein=
group. the Germans turned the other
"economy of abundance," said Mr. In meeting today's problems, the
workers-to strike. I want Creek"
and looked at them. The men's an
home gardner also will be conexplanation
of
all
this."
•
"The ether day I showed",-a Brannan.
faces became stolid their eyes furtributing to the nation's future."
an
important
"They
can
play
Not
an
expression
nor
a
muscle
Navajo, who was playing an
tive.
changed in the stolid faces before
"What's the mEaning of
Apache, how the Apaches scalped role in our efforts to place a
floor under food consumption in
Duke demanded. "Why aren't you him.
their
victims." he said. "He said
"Well,
are
you
ready to come with
at work'"
this country, to maintain and even
he'd
never
seen
anything
like
it."
me?"
he
asked.
They stared at him with insoincrease the wartime gains we
The Germans didn't move.
lence in their manner.
have -made nutrition-wise. Many February 13-North Murray Club
The leader answered. 'We're
Americans are not eating the at 10:30 a.m, in the home of Mrs.
quitting tonight-not working here a-1ET us at 'em. Mr. Harlowe." the STYLE SHOW TO PICTURE
Cawthon brothers begged, with NEW LOOK FOR MEN
kinds of food that make for good Fred Gingles.
any longer.'
menacing gestures.
"Who are you?'
CHICAGO
P i-The National diets. They suffer from hidden February 16-Penny Club at 10:30
"Let's go, men-let's show 'entr Association of Retail Clothiers and hunger, which causes lack of vigor
"Eitel Roeleich." the man replied
a m. in the home of Mrs. Larry
curtly. "We're leaving in a few the other workers behind Duke Furnishers opens its 13th
Retherford.
conven- and mental alertness, high infant
minutes. We're not making goods shouted.
Roeleich looked nervously at the tion here Feb 22 to offer its mem- mortality, and low hie expectancy February 17-Kirksey Club at 1:30
that may be used in a war against
p.m. at school.
two fierce-looking young giants be. bers a look at the New Look in This is true of school cbildren in
our fatheriand'"
Maine. factory workers in Cali-.February 18--East Side Club at
"But you haven't been employed side Duke and at the faithful em- men's clothes.
ployes massed behind him. He
here." Duke said.
Leonard A. Rothberger, Jr.. New fornia, college women in the midId a.m. in the home of Mrs. Pat
"No, but my brother and my frowned, then shrugged.
York City, is in charge of a fashion dle, west."
Hackett.
"All
right."
he
said
slowly,
mofellow countrymen have been."
show that is expected to foreHome gardeners increase the February 19-Pottertown Club it
"I see." Duke's eyes narrowed. tioning to his confederates.
.
-for the com- consumption of fruits and vege10.30 in the home of Miss Delia
He started toward the office in shadow men's styles
"You came here to collect them and
Outland.
tables. and each teach better food
make them quit. Well, that suits front of Duke. The other Germans ing year.
Shirt, suit, pajama, and -hat- habits, he said. A survey in 1944 February 20-New Concord Club
me because I don't want them here followed, but their steps lagged.
It was when they had almost makers' groups will be represented proved that families owning gar-they're a bunch of troublemakers
at 10 a.m, in the home of Mr*.
I tired them once and took them reached the office that a tremen- at the four-,day convention.
Wade Roberts.
den', actually bought more fruits
back only because they were in dous blast shook the buildings It
desperate straits. But before you came from directly below. The Germans broke and ran Roeleich. too,
leave, suppose we talk this over."
There was something queer here. started to run but. just then, there
and he wanted to find out what was was a second blast that tore open
back of this sudden decision to quit. the floor at his feet. Then came a
A strike he would have understood. third terrific explosion that caused
but he couldn't understand why the huge supporting pillars to fall
these Germans should give up their like nine-pins.
The last thing Duke remembered
lobs after faring so badly when they
before blackness enveloped him was
were out of work before.
a naive surprise that anything SO
Roeleictr shrugged. 'There's sturdy as that giant pillar in front
nothing to talk over. We're leaving of him could crumple ox easily...
and that's all there is to It."
-That's not all there is to it. Be-, _ _
(To be continued)
fore you go. there are a few clues-.%ma- characters
s a we
in this serial are
tions I want answered."
fictitious,
"WE don't have to answer any oseseight, 1441 as Arcadia House Inc

list.
Others who have been on the
sick list Mrs. Lucian Gtisiton, Mrs
Morley Hill. Mr Hub Dunn. Mrr.
and Orchestra.
Bettie Wicker, Mr. Gat Philips.
February la. Saturday-Basketball
-Mr. and Mrs. Jim Erwin arid litgame, Western, there.
• J
tle daughter. Zandra. of Hazel were
Febrisary IS, Sunday-Youth RIM- T
recent visitors with relatives.
Sri Cecil Page will fill his ,regular alpointment at Pleasant Grove
next Sunday at 11 jifit after Sunday School.
'
Sam Morris who' speaks each
wetk day night at 7.30 O'clock
from San Antonio, Tex., :s worth
hearing. In •childhood he had the
RIDE WITH
sorrow of:_a drinking father and his
mother took in washing to buy
ROARIN RED MEC.°
food and clothing for her family.
The Bible says its woe to him
that giveth his brother a drink.

"MERTON of the MOVIES"
11. •

•
—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP

The Farmer Can Grow His Own Food

Dexter News

The Mothers Club held their regular monthly meeting Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock with Mrs_ Hugh
Edwards. president of the club, presiding. The'teachers Mrs. Hendon
and Mrs. Morns both Made interesting talks on our school and children here. The minutes were read
ewman Ernstberger and
the treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. JO% Garland. The roll was
called by Mrs. Merle Andrus. Mrs.
Ralph McDaniel and Mrs. Maxie
Puckett served a nice plate to Mrs.
Edwards. Mrs. Woodrow
Hugh
Miller, Mrs. John Garland, Mrs.
Garvin Cleaver, Mrs Carrie Reeves,
Mrs. Orbie Culver. Mrs. Harold
Dona Ernstberger, Mrs
Alma Lee, Mrs. Newman Ernstrger, Mrs Merle Andrus, /Kra
. away s wine.II year* ago. . •
Dr Ms. Swab timielberammi
Lucy Ernstberger, Bars. Luna Ernstiweather_.that_l_
Mito learn of the death Of An- berger.
L ._The_week..4.,bed__
I drew Armstrong of Lynn Grove.
Earl Mathis is also at . home do-las been our portion should help us : Andrew'P parents were Bettie philing nicely.
appreciate -good- weather -the "rfterrefrpS Arrrlitrortir -argt Brag Armstrong
• Mrs. Oleene McDaniel and AmThe aged Chorley Guthrie who ' who -formerly lived. near Pleasant
ber Caldwell of Mayfield spent Sundied List week at the home of his I Grove.
day afternoon war Mr and Mrs.
daughter. Mrs_ Hardy _Wilson and - me writer's brother.. Duncan
Rosco McDaniel.
Wilson
Mr.
near Stella, was an I Ellis visited her at her apartment
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and
uncle .øf Ivan Guthrie... His last I•at Hazel last Tuesday.
children of Murray spent Sunday
wife was---41wo-4osmese-Mils ,Fannie I, Geis Trease. who has been a pa- with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis
Duno.....cd. ti...s. satinity who Passet laiora,....a.a.al-Mayfield hospital for an
and children of Murray spent Suneye treatment, is able . to return day with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
home.
Starks.-C. A.
Mrs Kitty Simmons and little
l granddaughter, Mary Anne Thorn, 'HOWDY
REVEREND' CALLED
'the hitter from Evansville, Ind .
IMPROPER GREETING
1 w*re visiting friends in Hazel Sun1.,WRENCEVILLE. M.
of colds. Rub VipoRub
I day
an throat...chest. Melt VI
I
Nei?l time you meet your minister.
lige I Bob Erwin remains on the sick don't say "Good morning, Reversome In mouth. tool -
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